Geological and structural position of the Svetlinsky gold deposit (Southern Urals)
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Abstract. The paper presents the geological and structural position of the large Svetlinsky gold deposit in the Kochkar anticline (Southern Urals), localized in the zone of the Late Paleozoic (D2) deep thrust of the western dip. The study confirms and clarifies the notion of its multiphase and polychronism. The thrust caused bending moments in its wings, subsidence of the lying crust, emergence of a shallow marine basin with rapid accumulation of terrigenous carbonate sediments (C1v), and formation of numerous landslide structures. The heating of rocks in the anticline core was accompanied by granitization and dome formation. A small Svetlinsky dome formed in the immediate vicinity of the thrust, creating a thermobaric gradient field (C2). The zone of dome dynamic influence also includes the adjoining thrust area, complicated by a series of sub-vertical thrusts of sub meridional strike and numerous steeply dipping subparallel cracks of the latitudinal strike, synchronously filled with vein quartz and accompanied by hydrothermal metasomatic rock transformations. The formation of the gold deposit occurred during the post-collisional relaxation stage (from Pt to, probably, the Early Jurassic). The association of gold mineralization with the Svetlinsky dome is indicated by the presence of native gold in Neogene ravine placers in the dome area and marbles of the Svetlinsky deposit, in association with fluorite, Ф-phlogopite, Cr-muscovite, pink topaz, pure quartz, and native sulphur. The presence of native gold in Neogene ravine placers in the dome area and marbles of the Svetlinsky deposit, in association with fluorite, Ф-phlogopite, Cr-muscovite, pink topaz, pure quartz, and native sulphur, indicates the association of gold mineralization with the Svetlinsky dome.
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Introduction. Svetlinsky gold deposit is located 100 km south of Chelyabinsk and 25 km southwest of Plast and is currently the largest in the Southern Urals. It was discovered in the 1970s and has been operated as an open pit mine since 1992. In 2021, the depth of the open pit was approximately 240 meters. Every year 4-4.5 t of gold is mined at the deposit; the remaining reserves of gold to the depth of 600 m are estimated at 75 t [1-3], and its total reserves including already extracted ones are about 130-135 t. The Svetlinsky gold deposit is distinguished by an abundance of various tellurides (Fe, Ni, Pb, Sh, Bi, Ag, and Au) [4]. Au-Te deposits include the following types: epithermal, porphyritic, orogenic, or associated with the magmatic intrusion. Examples of large Au-Te deposits are Golden Mile, Australia [5], Cripple Creek and Golden Sunlight, USA [6, 7], Emperor, Fiji [8, 9], Akupan, Philippines [10], and Sacarim, Romania [11]. The Svetlinsky deposit has been considered by researchers as a mesothermal low-gradient disseminated-vein type [12], polygenetic and polychronic, formed by fluids from different sources [12-16] and in relation to granite magmatism [12, 13, 17]. Some researchers attribute the main role in the formation of the deposit to the processes of argillization, which is associated with Mz-Kz tectonic-magmatic activation [18].

The Svetlinsky gold deposit is confined to the tectonic boundary of the Trans-Ural synclinorium in the west and the Kochkar anticline in the east (Fig.1). The eastern flank of the synclinorium is 10-22 km
In this case, the thrust zone has no direct relation to the location of gold deposits of the Late Paleozoic collision. In the process of deformation, metamorphism and metasomatism, granite gneiss domes are formed, and gold is accumulated in rocks of inter- and near-dome structures. In this case, the thrust zone has no direct relation to the location of gold deposits.

The deposit is thought to be controlled by the intersection of the sub meridional Svetlinsky thrust fault and the Sanarsky deep fault [13, 24]. The idea is focused on the thrust as an ore-supplying and ore-bearing structure. This thrust extends along the entire western side of the Kochkar anticlinal (about 140 km), which makes it promising for prospecting new gold deposits.

An alternative point of view is given by A.Yu.Kisin and V.A.Koroteev [25], which explains the ore mineralogy of Kochkar anticline, including gold, from the position of the block folding model. According to this model, the Kochkar Anticline is a block of positive crustal curvature resulting from the Late Paleozoic collision. In the process of deformation, metamorphism, and metasomatism, granite gneiss domes are formed, and gold is accumulated in rocks of inter- and near-dome structures.
The annual monitoring of the Svetlinsky quarry by the authors of this article since 2009 and the study of the deposit geology by methods of structural geology and kinematic analysis have allowed us to collect new factual materials and refine this geological-genetic model.

**Results.** The uppermost horizons of the eastern side of the quarry revealed landslide structures in dark bituminous marbleized limestones containing a fauna of crinoids, single corals, nautili and other organic remains characteristic of C1v. Even gas-water pockets – slit-shaped cavities at the boundaries of mudflows – are preserved (Fig.2, a). Occasionally, small lenses of quartzitic sandstones are found (Fig.2, b), indicating the inflow of terrigenous material into the shallow marine basin. In other cases, landslide structures are observed in the appearance of lenses of light, intricately deformed marbleized limestone on the background of dark limestone. The angle of the stream incidence reaches 60-70° in the western direction. With depth, the degree of metamorphism of the limestones increases sharply, and after 20 m they are already represented by marble, but with the pattern of landslide structures preserved. So far, such structures in the marble have been traced to a depth of about 100 m.

The contact of carbonate rocks with the volcanogenic-sedimentary strata is irregular in both strike and dip. Occasionally, the marble bodies deform the volcanogenic-sedimentary rock layers to form anticlinal folds of transverse curvature. Such folds have been observed in the upper horizons of the quarry. The contacts are sharp, usually sub-vertical, ±10-20°. The volcanogenic-sedimentary strata in the contact are strongly altered by hydrothermal-metasomatic processes and argillized. Only talc schists are reliably identified here; their bodies are numerous, but rarely are they thicker than 0.5 m. The rocks are strongly foliated. Small fractures and undercutting indicate the uplift of the eastern block composed of marble.

Terrigenous volcanogenic banded rocks dipping westwards at a 50-60° angle have been uncovered in the western part of the quarry. The banding is mineral, and crystalline and probably reflects the overthrust fault cleavage rather than sedimentary layering. Often, thin talc schist bodies are observed, deposited either according to the rock banding or in the form of steeply dipping bodies up to several meters thick. Serpentinite bodies are less frequent than talc bodies, up to 30 m thick. The dip is steep to the west, cutting strips. Talc schists and coarse-grained actinolite rocks are sometimes observed in contact with serpentinites [13].

Ore bodies at the deposit are represented by zones of hydrothermal-metasomatic processing of volcanogenic-sedimentary strata near contact with the terrigenous-carbonate sequence. The main ore-bearing zone, identified by sampling, is located 50-80 m to the west of the contact between the marble and volcanic rocks. The strike of the zone is submeridional, 80-120 m long and about 10 m wide (in lenses up to 20-25 m), and the dip is westerly at 70-80° (in the upper horizons, the dip was gentle and even changed to easterly). Several other smaller-scale ore zones are known at the deposit. The boundaries of the zones are indistinct. The mineral composition of gold-bearing metasomatic rocks has been described in detail in the sources [1-4, 13, 17]. In the axial part of the main ore zone, secondary quartzites are usually observed, accompanied by plagioclase-quartz-biotite metasomatic rocks with sulphide mineralization. The rocks are partly schistose and deformed. Cliff cracks, undercutts, steps and ramparts, and tensile cracks indicate the uplift of the eastern flank (Fig.3). The pressure source was located at depth, north-east (linearly in the form of steps and shafts falling southwards at an angle of 15-30°).
Quartz veins are common in the deposit. Three types of veins have been identified in the ore zone and beyond [26, 27]:

- sub meridional steeply dipping (strike azimuth 270-280°, dip angle 70-80°) to the west;
- sub-latitudinal, north-facing (strike azimuth 270-280°, dip angle about 70°, (the most numerous);
- sub meridional, falling to the west at an angle of about 30° (the smallest and rarest) (Fig.4).

The veins of the first type are usually close to each other, spaced 5-20 cm apart, up to 10 cm thick, rarely more. The veins cut secondary quartzite bodies along the strike; contacts are indistinct. The quartz is strongly cataclasized. The orientation of the cleavage cracks in quartz and host rocks suggests that the quartz here has been exposed by thrust fractures, probably associated with the thrust by a deep fault (thrusting) cleavage. But near the marbles, the quartz is strongly cataclasized. The cleavage cracks and un-derthrusts point to the upward extension of the eastern flank.

The second system is represented by a set of sub-latitudinally oriented, subparallel lens-shaped quartz veins that cut across the ore zone. The strike azimuth is 270-280°, the dip angle is about 70° to the north. The average thickness of the veins is 10-15 cm, and the distance between veins ranges from 15-20 cm to 1 m (Fig.4), rarely more. The vertical and horizontal extent of the veins has not been determined, except for the small bodies of echelon-like occurrence. Their greatest number is observed within the ore body, but they are also common outside it. The distinct lenticular shape of the veins suggests that the quartz here has been exposed by thrust fractures, probably associated with low-amplitude upwelling of the northern face. Sub-latitudinal quartz veins cut sub meridional ore zone veins and secondary quartzites but they themselves were also deformed. The quartz is coarse-grained and milky-white. Biotitization of rocks and sulphide mineralization are common in zalbands.

The third system is formed by small quartz lenses of sub meridional strike, dipping westwards at an angle of 35-45°. They appear only in some parts of the ore zone. Their thickness is only 1-2 cm, and their length is up to 1 m. Their shape is distinctly lenticular (Fig.4), which allows them to be classified as tensile fractures. The relationship with sub-latitudinal veins is not clear. The quartz of these veins does not differ from the quartz of the sub-latitudinal veins in appearance.

**Discussion.** The sub meridional fault (thrust zone), opened by a quarry, separates two major structures: the Trans-Ural and Kochkar anticlines (see Fig.1 b). According to the geological section based on the results of exploratory core drilling, Silurian-Devonian deposits are thrust over Early Carboniferous deposits. It was assumed that the deposit is located at the intersection of the thrust by a deep fault of the northwest strike [13, 24]. The authors of the article did not find a northwest-trending fault in the quarry. The overthrust zone in the quarry is confirmed by numerous serpentinite and talc bodies, distributed immediately to the west of the marbles. The banding of the rocks in the western face of the quarry dips 50-60° to the west, which probably corresponds to a fault (thrusting) cleavage. But near the marbles, the banding is thin and the dip is sub-vertical, which cannot be explained by thrusting. The cleavage cracks and underthrusts point to the upward extension of the marble.
The ore body also has a very steep dip to the west of 70-80°, which is no longer consistent with the overthrust zone. There is a tendency for the dip of the ore zone to increase with increasing pit depth. In the upper horizons of the deposit, the occurrence of the body was gentle and even had an easterly dip, which during exploration works was explained by subsidence during the development of Mz-Kz karst and weathering crusts. Based on new investigations, a new cross-section was constructed in the quarry along line 13 (Fig.5). Fig. 6 shows the results of satellite images decoding of the nearest surroundings of the deposit, which explain our approach to the construction of the section. According to the interpretation results, two kilometers to the northeast of the deposit there is the apical part of the Svetlinsky dome, which controls the pure quartz deposit [24, 27, 28], extending westward to the marble boundary. The south-eastern wing of the dome is steep (shale dip angle 50-60°) and the western and south-western ones are gentle (shale dip angle 10-20°, near the marbles 40-45°). The metamorphism level in the dome reached the epidote-amphibolite or lower amphibolite facies according to the distribution of fibrous sillimanite. According to the biotite-garnet geothermobarometer, the metamorphism temperature was 580-630 °C at pressures up to 3.2 kbar [24]. The ravine pure quartz Neogene placers on the dome and its western slope are gold-bearing [24]. The karstic deposits of the eastern marble contact are mined for gold. Ore gold of hydraulic size in association with muscovite, F-phlogopite, Cr-paragasite, fluorite, pink topaz, pure quartz, native sulphur, pyrrhotite, pyrite, sphalerite has been found in ducts of the Svetlinsky pit marbles. Closer to the Svetlinsky dome, in the eastern part of the marble body, red corundum (ruby) appears [29, 30], indicating higher PT conditions of metamorphism than in the section uncovered by the quarry. It is noteworthy that rubies, red spinel, pink topaz, fluorite, tourmaline, phlogopite, chrome-bearing muscovite (fuchsite), and chromio-paragasite are found in marble in the frame of all granite gneiss domes of the Kochkar Anticlinorium. In the Andreevsky quarry, located on the eastern wing of the Borisov dome, gold aggregates up to 10 mm

---

Fig.5. Schematic geological cross-section along the line of 13 core drill holes including structural investigations in the Svetlinsky quarry

1 – karst sediments and unstructured weathering crusts; 2 – marble and marbleized limestone (C, v); 3 – sericite-biotite-quartz and coal shales (S1, D3); 4 – apatovolcanic amphibolites (S2, D3); 5 – gabbro metamorphosed (with amphibolite, epidot and chlorite metasomatic processes); 6 – tale shales, serpentinites; 7 – quartz-plagioclase-biotite schists with almandine and staurolite; 8 – quartz-sericite-biotite metasomatic mylonitized rocks; 9 – metasomatic amphibolites; 10 - metasomatic biotitized amphibolites; 11 – secondary quartzites; 12 – thrust; 13 – tectonic disturbances associated with dome structure; 14 – cleavage in marble and direction of shear; 15 – rock schist and direction of shear; 16 – direction of rock movement
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in size are found in marbles [31]. We should also note the similarity of “tabashki” biotites of the Kochkar gold deposit (northeastern framing of the Borisov dome) with biotites of the Svetlinsky ore body [32].

Thus, geological facts indicate a genetic connection of the Svetlinsky gold deposit with the dome of the same name. However, some researchers associate this ore gold deposit with the Sanarsky massif [33], although the structural control with it is not established.

Some conclusions can be drawn from the findings regarding the formation of the deposit. As a result of the Ural collision that began in the Late Devonian, a system of deep thrusts of opposite dip with bending moments and crustal deformation according to the block folding model was formed [25]. Such west-dipping thrust was Svetlinsky thrust (Fig. 7, a). The sinking of its lying side was accompanied by generating a shallow marine basin (Fig. 7, b), which was rapidly filled with terrigenous carbonate sediments (D3-C1v). Progressive sinking of the block, alteration of the basin floor slope, and, possibly, earthquakes were accompanied by formation of numerous landslide structures resulting in increased sediment thickness (Fig. 7, c). Heated rocks in the core of the growing anticline under stress conditions caused regional metamorphism, upward movement of fluid and heated plastic masses, dome formation (Fig. 7, d), and granitization with removal of Ca, Mg, Fe, Si, and some other chemical elements, including Au [28, 34, 35]. Thus, according to our idea, Sanarsky, Borisovsky, and Eremkinsky granite gneiss domes appeared, which became centers of zonal metamorphism of amphibolite and epidote-amphibolite facies. Near the thrust, a small Svetlinsky dome was formed that created a thermobaric gradient field (C2). The adjoining section of the Svetlinsky thrust has also fallen within the dynamic influence zone of the dome. As a result, the thrust has been deformed and complicated by a series of sub-vertical thrusts of sub meridional strike, controlling secondary quartzites and accompanying biotite metasomatic rocks (Fig. 7, e); simultaneously, numerous steep-dipping sub-parallel cracks of latitudinal strike-slip extension with a syntectonic filling of veined quartz have occurred. Based on the total thickness
of the quartz veins of the second system, the sub meridional extension of the rocks of the observed quarry wall was 15-20 % in places. The growing Svetlinsky dome also lifted individual large blocks of marble, which deformed amphibole and biotite metasomatic rocks (see Fig.5). By the end of the Carboniferous, the Ural collision had ended [36, 37], and the thrust had lost its activity.

At the collisional stage gold could have been mobilized during granitization and deposited in the basification zone (framed by granite gneiss domes). This is confirmed by the wide spreading of placer gold in inter- and near-dome areas in the Kochkar anticline. Relief of stresses during the transition from collisional stage to post-collisional relaxation led to a drop in all-round pressure and the start of the pneumatolythic-hydrothermal stage. A rock crystal deposit was formed in the apical part of the Svetlinsky dome and on its slopes. As a result of hydrothermal-metasomatic processes, including argillation, gold may have experienced redeposition with the formation of commercial concentrations. The post-collisional phase probably ended in the early Jurassic, with the start of peneplanation of the area.

**Conclusions.** The formation of the Svetlinsky gold deposit began in the Late Devonian, when the collisional stage the laying of the west dip thrust occurred, generating bending moments, the sinking of the crustal block in its lying side with the formation of a shallow marine basin, rapidly filling with terrigenous-carbonate sediments. In the thrust zone, metamorphism at the bottom of the greenish facies due to frictional heat, fault cleavage, recrystallization, and the formation of quartz-biotite-sericite schists are observed. Focusing on bending moments of tectonic energy of horizontal compression led to the formation of the anticlirnium, warming of rocks in its core with subsequent squeezing upwards, and formation of domes. The process was accompanied by metamorphism and granitization. The thrust was located in the zone of dynamic influence of the growing Svetlinsky dome and experienced additional deformation, while rocks of the thrust zone underwent hydrothermal-metasomatic transformations. It is assumed that granitization caused gold accumulation in the metamorphic frame of the dome and subsequent hydrothermal processes led to its redistribution and formation of the deposit. In the post-collisional phase, the thrust has lost activity and some gold and tellurium may have been introduced through the thrust zone from the lower crust and upper mantle.
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